
GAIN QUICK ACCESS TO ANY POINT IN THE APPLICATION 
The IT administrator can monitor any parameters in the IT infrastructure according to his needs. The My Dashboard feature 
allows you to create shortcuts to selected tabs in the system that the administrator wants to oversee. This significantly short-
ens the path to key information in the IT infrastructure. 

CREATE YOUR OWN SECURITY DASHBOARD 
The My Dashboard feature allows IT administrators to quickly read the most important security information for their entire IT 
infrastructure. Administrators can fully define their security views by adding the Security Dashboard widgets of their choice. 

CREATE A PERSONALIZED PANEL
The feature allows for full-view definability. Each employee can freely customize the panel to suit himself and his needs. With 
one click, he can add a widget from the Dashboard or Security Dashboard sections, as well as shortcuts to the most important 
information from the system. In addition, the user can modify his panel at any time by adding or removing widgets. 

WHY USE MY MY DASHBOARD FEATURE?

      The ability to create a completely personalized tab with widgets,

      full definability of shortcuts to the most important information from the system, 

      ability to create customized widget views tailored to the user, 

      graphic presentation of the most important data for the system user, 

      quick and clear reading of key security information, 

      possibility to modify widgets, add and remove them at any time. 

DATASHEET

MY DASHBOARD
What is My Dashboard in the eAuditor system?
My Dashboard is a panel that presents widgets individually personalized to the user. The function
comprehensively indicates all the most important features of the system. It allows the user to specify
in the panel the information he or she cares about directly or would like to constantly monitor
- so that they are visible. 
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